because I made the policy decisions some time about the 16th or 17th of June and we thought that it was not possible to give retrospective effect because we were making a departure. Therefore we made it applicable from the first day of the next month namely, the 1st of July 1952.

With regard to the provision of more bathrooms or other amenities, I will certainly look into that and if there are any difficulties which are being experienced by the occupants, we will try to remove them if they are found to be genuine.

So far as the question of refund is concerned, I think it is absolutely clear and I have made an announcement that these concessions will apply from the 1st July. Hon. Members will certainly get credit for the over-payments and those who are liable to be charged more will be charged with retrospective effect from 1st July.

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA (Uttar Pradesh) : Is the difference between in-session and off-session removed?

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH : Yes, that is removed.

THE PREVENTIVE DETENTION (SECOND AMENDMENT) BILL 1952—continued.

Mr. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Now we will resume the debate on the Preventive Detention Bill.

SHRI P. V. NARAYANA (Madras) : Mr. Deputy Chairman, the Government would have done well on allowing the existing law to lapse in the month of October. I would like to go a step further and say that it would have been better if they had approached Parliament with a repealing Bill because in the Statement of Objects and Reasons it is said:

"The Preventive Detention Act, 1950, is due to expire on the 1st October 1952. The primary reason for the enactment of this legislation was to protect the country against activities intended to subvert the Constitution and the maintenance of law and order or to interfere with the maintenance of Supplies and Services essential to the community. Attempts to do so though considerably reduced in tempo, have not ceased and it is considered essential that the powers conferred by the Preventive Detention Act should be continued."

This Bill was not drawn in consonance with the Statement of Objects and Reasons attached to the Bill. Here, according to them, such activities have considerably decreased in tempo. And again they deprive the people of their right of freedom and liberty mentioned in the Fundamental Rights guaranteed under the Constitution. They say there should be safety for the working of the Constitution. Is it on those lines, Sir, that this Act is being extended now? Is it not in violation of the Constitution which was framed by those rulers? If the tempo has reduced, then what is the necessity for the Government to extend this Act for a long period of two years—nay—2 years and 3 months, i.e. 27 months? Previously it was extended by six months and prior to that by about a year and the present period of extension will be one and half times both the previous extensions put together. When the tempo has decreased it is up to the Government to come forward with a Bill giving it the lease of fresh life of 6 months or at the most one year. But instead of doing that they want to have a very long extension for a period of 27 months. The first question arises: where is the emergency here? Even according to their statement there is no emergency. In no civilised countries in this world are such laws in existence in peace time. If war breaks out and the country is in a state of war, then I can understand the passing of such laws. But there is absolutely no emergency even according to the Government. What is the gesture shown on the part of the Government? They could have approached Parliament with a repealing Bill and then if anything untoward happens, they can advise the President to prorogue Parliament and promulgate an Ordinance. And then their hands will be strengthened when they approach Parliament to make it a law by way of enactment. Instead of doing that, they want further to extend this for a period of about two years. I think no civilised country can brook this. My
friends—some of them—have described this Bill as a black Bill and I also endorse those remarks. It is the duty of this Government under which we have been enjoying democracy for the last five years to abandon such legislation at least in future. Why can they not amend the Indian Penal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code? But in that case the courts and lawyers come into the picture. This Government has been terribly afraid of lawyers and courts and of giving proper opportunities and legal assistance to the accused or the man whom they put under detention. And here, Sir, such laws only create a lot of provocation and if some people are resorting to violent methods it is by way of self-defence and nothing else. Even now at the time of the second reading, the Government would be well advised to come forward with an amendment with respect to the period of extension at least, and I hope they will reduce it by a year and three months so as to have it extended for one year more or something like the 15th of August which is an auspicious day for us because that is the Independence Day we celebrated and this wonderful Act also would synchronize with that.

They say that people have resorted to violence and all that. But in fact it is the Congress that has started this trouble by setting fire to several police stations and railway stations and removing fish-places and killing so many innocent people. They resorted to violence. Mahatma Gandhi did not approve of these violent methods resorted to by the Congress. But what did he do? Did he reprimand those leaders who were responsible for such acts? Did he remove some of them from the Congress? No, never. In private something might have taken place with which we are not concerned. Apart from Gandhi who was not officially connected with the Congress, the Presidents of the different Congress Committees have issued statements and they are all parties to that. In respect of the Communists also when top-leaders were arrested or detained or when warrants were issued against them they went underground. When the Government are very anxious to arm themselves with such legislation, the other people must have some arms at least to protect themselves and it is by way of self-defence that they are collecting arms. Even Gandhi said "Violence is preferred to cowardice." Naturally by way of self-defence, to protect themselves they might have to use violence at times, which was also approved of by Mahatma Gandhi, Sir.

If there is some disorder in Saurashtra or Telangana, why should this Act operate all over India? There are so many parts of India where there are no violent activities. So it is meaningless to apply this Act over the entire area of India. Even Mr. Chaman Lall accepted that these people resorted to violent activities only in Telangana. It was only last year. He read out from some book, the correctness of which is not above question. He said that between June last year and January of this year there were violent activities. Before the elections came, something must have happened, but for the past few months there are few such activities. That party has now chosen the policy of entering the legislatures and they have come in sufficient numbers both at the Centre and in the States, and now they want to act in furtherance of this legislative programme. But if the Government will not allow them to do that, they may again resort to violence. It is in the hands of the Government to prevent them from doing it. It is in the hands of the Government to see that these people voluntarily give up their violent activities. I am not connected with the Communist movement. Under this Act the District Magistrate and the Additional District Magistrate can detain any person, even innocent persons like myself. If I am independent, if I make speeches against the Government, the District Magistrate will be angry with me and he may issue a warrant to detain me.

The denial of legal assistance to the detenu is something I am unable to understand. I think, Sir, the Advisory Board should give all facilities to
the detenu for having legal assistance to make his representation. There is absolutely nothing wrong in that, and I hope the Government will accept this amendment at the second reading.

Lastly, a word by way of personal explanation. Mr. Ranga referred to the zamindari abolition in Madras. Yes, Sir, when the Zamindari Abolition Bill was on the anvil of the Madras Legislature—I was then a member of the Madras Legislative Assembly—I opposed tooth and nail the payment of any compensation to the zamindars, because they were merely agents. Termination of an agency requires only one year's notice, and so they are not entitled to any compensation. With these words, I oppose this Bill.

SHRI N. S. CHAUHAN (Uttar Pradesh):
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Mr. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, order. Let there be no interruptions.

SHRI N. S. CHAUHAN:

SHRI B. KAIRH: (Orissa) It is not a fact. I was also there.
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Dr. R. B. GOUR: This is correct. SHRI N.
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This bill is the (Second Amdt.) Bill, 1952, which amends the Preventive Detention Act, 1952. The bill aims to provide emergency powers to the government to detain individuals who are suspected of committing certain offenses. The bill is under consideration and is expected to be passed by the parliament.
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Shri N. S. Chauhan:

बी. सी. राथः

प्रेतान्त का लेखन भरा विदेशी नष्ठा को मिलता है।

Shri N. S. Chauhan:

बी. सी. राथः गौतम भरे हैं। यह देखा गया है कि गौतम की व्यवस्था में भरे हैं। योद्धायों समुदाय की नहीं हैं। यह उन्हें धारण करना भरा यह नहीं है। वह ध्यान देखे वे अंतर बनाए जाने हैं और वह बनाए हैं। उत्तर में विलय को नहीं देखी है।

देखने, हमारे भिन्न और बर्बाद समाज का चाहता है। वह देखा है कि नम्बर अनुमान देखी नहीं है। यह ध्यान देखे वे, शहरी नाटक करने वाले होते, तो एक दर्शक यह ध्यान करे हैं जिसमें घर फिरे हैं, उसे फांसी की नहीं है। इस दृष्टी के बाद हैं, इस दृष्टी के बाद करता वह

का हुम फांसी की सजा नहीं वाणा चाहते, तो उसे यह अधिकार हो। वायियां। अगर इस प्रतिवेदन का मान लिया जाय कि non-compliance of order should not be treated an offence तो इस नक़्क़ार का अल्लाह है। इसके अनुसार यह है कि आज़ाद (order) हिदीहु बीकृत (District Magistrate) के अधिकार से नहीं होना चाहिए बल्कि मानी को पास (pass) करना चाहिए। में देखा है कि इसमें वहीं सुविधा चूंकि मानी तो पारी का अधिकार होता है हिदीहु बीकृत ऐसे हो जो किसी किताबे के अधिकारी नहीं हैं। जिला सेविस्ट्रेक्ट के अधिकारी होने का आचार नाम कारण बिना तो है कि यह कारे ऐसियों के मानक कारण चर्चा है, गौतम का कारण वहीं या तो विलय बाह्य करना चाहते हैं। इतना जिला सेविस्ट्रेक्ट का नहीं।

मेरा प्रश्न यह है कि हमारे जो आज़ाद के हिदीहु बीकृत हैं, वह निराकर है और बाकी हालातों में तो यह विलयी बनायें भी देखे गये हैं। ऐसी देखा में यह खुदा, कि किसी अधिकारी के अस्तित्व में उसका अग्रणी प्रयोग करने और वह उसी में से कार्यालय करने विद्रोह करेंगे, जिन तरह से कोई भी करें। निम्नतम गति हैं। उनके आपका प्रश्न ज्ञा दें हैं, यह भी देखा जा सकता भागता करना लगता की वह निराकरा के कारण नहीं शेयर, गति तो है।

हमारे भीष जो मानते हैं, इस कारण का बाल कार्य करते हैं, त्य सत्य है और यहक
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SHRI P. SUNDARAYYA : It is not what I said. It is what Mr. Rama Rao said.

SHRI N. S. CHAUHAN:

I have written a similar letter in the House. The letter of the Home Secretary is addressed to the Home Secretary. The message is that this is a black Act.

I am not satisfied with the explanation given by the Home Secretary. The Home Secretary has not answered the question asked by me.

The Home Secretary has said that the Home Secretary has not been able to explain the issue. However, I am sure that the Home Secretary has given a satisfactory answer.

I would like to know whether the Home Secretary has any plan to act on my letter of the 9th August, 1852.

I am enclosing a copy of my letter for your information. I hope that you will take appropriate action on it.

Thank you for your attention.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Date]

P.S.: I have also written to the Home Secretary. The letter is enclosed for your information. I hope that you will take appropriate action on it.

Thank you for your attention.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Date]
oppose this Bill. Here the Government or the officer suspects that a crime may be committed. Well, even then, if there were ten thousand or twenty thousand people in detention, we might think that it is a great number. But the hon. Minister has pointed out that there are 300 districts in our country and there are 300 detenus. Each district has roughly a population of 12 lakhs of people. This means one man in twelve lakhs and it is said that he is going to bring in a revolution. I am surprised at the way the Congress Government is getting funky. They are afraid of one man in twelve lakhs— the Congress that fought the mighty British Empire. I would be the last person to believe for a moment that the same Congress is afraid of one man out of twelve lakhs and should think that he would bring revolution in this country.

Sir, we have got to think magnanimously and be a little generous in politics. We have got to think that only one party has not the monopoly of patriotism. All the Members who have come to this House have come with the determination that they want better conditions of life in this country and everyone of them wants to help in the bringing about of these better conditions in the country. So I would beg the Congress Members to be a little more charitable to the other side of the House.

Some hon. Members may say that the Communists have committed atrocities. I do not deny it. But the Congress Members will also have to admit that those people are also fired with the same enthusiasm and love of the country. They are young men and if they were misled and committed some atrocities, the Congress Members should have come forward and shewn generosity and tried to lead them on the right path. As has been pointed out by some hon.
Members, in 1920, when Mahatma Gandhi led the non-co-operation movement, there were plenty of atrocities. Europeans were killed and martial law was declared. Mahatma Gandhi said it was a Himalayan blunder.

AN HON. MEMBER: When?

SHRI KISHEN CHAND: In 1920. All Members will remember it.

AN HON. MEMBER: What did he say?

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, order.

SHRI KISHEN CHAND: I am not saying anything against Mahatma Gandhi. I have as much respect for him as anyone else. I am only saying that Mahatma Gandhi admitted that if anybody committed violence that was a blunder. He wanted non-violence and he went on preaching non-violence. But we do not have a leader of that type now. If only he were alive here he would have met the Communists and weaned them from the path of violence. Let us try to impress upon our Communist brethren that when they have adopted constitutional methods, they may now give up violence. But the attitude shown in this House is not the attitude that will enable you to win them. Simply abusing people, saying that they will bring revolution to this country, because some 300 persons are let out, and that there will be all sorts of trouble, is not the correct attitude. Diwan Chaman Lal has been a great patriot and I expected that when he had opposed in 1929 those black Acts, he would come forward now also to say that these are black Acts and we will not allow our Constitution or the country's name to be sullied by these bad Acts.

Sir, it is easy to give power to the executive. The executive always wants to extend its power and the legislature in every country in the world is careful not to give extra power to the executive. I submit that in a democracy with a parliamentary type of government the main function of the legislature should be to keep the executive in check. I admit that this is a national Government. 37 CS Deb.

It is our own Government. Yet the legislators are here to keep a check on the Government of the people, that by their laws the subordinate officers do not get an opportunity of abusing that power and of leading the country astray. We do not blame the Home Minister. But it is not the Home Minister who is going to carry out these laws. It is the judicial and other officers who may abuse the power and keep people in detention. This number of 300 does not include only Communists. It includes blackmarketeers, profiteers and people of that sort. So if you deduct their numbers from the 300 then probably the Communists would number only about 150. Thus it seems we are mortally afraid of about 150 Communists, some 45 blackmarketeers and others of a similar nature. The leader of my party has explained at great length that in a democracy these types of laws have no place and I do not want to repeat the same arguments. I would only end by saying that we have been trying to make a mountain of a mole hill. In the present circumstances there is no emergency and there is no need for such laws and therefore I submit that this law should not be placed on the Statute Book.

SHRIMATI SHARDA BHARGAVA:
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Be the Law of the Land
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Sarm M. S. RANAWAT: I will probably first of all tell you that I would not try to answer the points of the hon. lady Member who spoke just now. But I will reply to Mr. Barkatullah Khan. He is an old friend of mine and he comes from Jodhpur. He said there was lawlessness in Rajasthan and he said that the Prime Minister, Shri Jai Narain Vyas, told him that he was absolutely not able to control the law and order situation. I tell you that that is why the people have not elected him; that is why the people have not given him votes. They knew he is incompetent. But then my friend with the help of some of the Central Ministers even tried to mislead the hon. Prime Minister by seeking permission to get him to stand for election again. I do not know how he will fare again, but if he is elected he will not again be able to control law and order and the Home Minister of India will be in great difficulty. I do not say, Sir, that in Rajasthan no crimes are committed. That way, I do not think, any State anywhere in India can claim that crimes are not committed, that crimes were not committed and that crimes will not be committed. Crimes are committed everywhere, wherever the Administration becomes weak, wherever the Administration becomes weak. Whenever crime increases, it is a reflection on the Home Ministry of a State; it is a reflection on the police and the magistracy of that State. In U.P., when our present Food Minister was there, they used to hear a lot of stories. It was he who with a strong hand saved U.P. from a lot of difficulties. For all these States, particularly for Rajasthan, the Central Government and the hon. Home Minister has a special responsibility. My hon. friends on the Congress Benches say that there is enormous lawlessness in Rajasthan. They say that there is so much lawlessness in that State that it looks as if Rajasthan was sitting on a volcano. If that is the situation there, why don't you declare martial law? There is a strong case for declaring martial law.
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[Shri M. S. Ranawat,] martial law and hang every Rajput and every Jagirdar on the nearest lamp-post. But what is the situation? Only about 60 people have been taken under the Preventive Detention Act. I will tell my hon. friends, and particularly the hon. lady Member who spoke just now, that if you think that when this Preventive Detention Act is sanctioned that as going to stop lawlessness in Rajasthan or anywhere else in India, you are mistaken. It is the police, it is the normal law, it is the Police Act, the Penal Code and the other Acts, if they are properly administered, if the magistrates and police and Ministers do their duty—it is these that will enable you to maintain law and order. I will give you bare, simple facts about these 60 people. Formerly, only the Pakistan border was involved. But after the new Government came into power, as soon as the Legislative Assembly meeting took place, they passed an Act effecting tenancy reform. They effected a reduction in the rents of the tenants. They rushed the measure through. They did not call any committee meetings. A fear psychology got hold of the Piajasthan Government that the Jagirdari might become violent, and they started arresting people. Now, in a particular area of Rajasthan called Torawati, there are large numbers of Bhoomias. You know, Sir, 6,000 or 5,000 army personnel were disbanded, and all these people are still without any employment. Fifty per cent, of their pension cases have not been decided. There have been schemes of rehabilitation and land distribution, but not a single person has been rehabilitated or been given land. They say, "Your files are here". That is the economic trouble. Those people wanted to do cultivation of their lands. While they were in the Army, the lands were being cultivated by some others. When they returned, they had nothing to live on. Then we had our 'Karya-kartas' going round the villages and taking up their cases as if to give them help. I will tell you about Preventive Detention cases. They arrested three M.L.As. The first was Devi Singh He was arrested. The case went to the High Court. The High Court, on a habeas corpus petition, released him. Another case is that of Garadan Singh. The police who arrested them were so incompetent that they said that Devi Singh was somewhere at the time when actually he was in the Assembly. There is such incompetence among the police and among the magistrates. But then they said, "anything is good enough to hang an M. L. A. if he happens to be a jagirdar or a Rajput". The third man whom they took was from Jodhpur State. His name is Kesar Singh. What happened? The police went to his old house and searched it. He was not there. When he was returning, they accosted him. "Are you Kesar Singh"? "Yes". Then they took him. Now, you will see how incompetent they are. The rules were made on the 14th of May, as to how prisoners or detenus are to be treated. One week after, the man was taken under detention. He could not be given jail treatment because he was not a prisoner. For three days the man was not given food. He was a respectable man. For seven days he was in kal-kothri. He was also released.

Then there is another case of Sohan Singh as also that of Balwant Singh and Ude Singh. All these people have been released either by a court or by an Advisory Board. Now in Jaipur there were Bhoomias. They said that these Bhoomias are not going to obey. There is a punitive police. But that was not enough. So they said 'Let there be preventive detention'. And they detained 13 men, Sir. All these 13 men were brought in. The cases of about 11 went to the High Court. The case was argued and the Government advocates found that Government had a very weak case. In the meantime their cases were examined by the Advisory Board presided over by a High Court Judge. So far as I understand, the cases of two people only, Durga Singh and Jagannath Singh, who were arrested on 9th July, are pending before the Advisory Committee. Not a single man could be detained either in the court of law or by the Advisory Committee. Now, Sir, where was the police officer's competency?
Now, Sir, I tell you one story of my own State. The Revenue Minister had a feeling that the Udaipur people should know that he was more powerful than even the Rana of Mewar. He must show his might. Bija Singh, M. L. A. was arrested. He was arrested under certain sections of the criminal law i.e. harbouring and assisting of dacoits-a very serious offence. That man was brought handcuffed. He was paraded and brought in a law court. The District Magistrate I believe was influenced by the Minister that zamanat should not be accepted. Who are the District Magistrates? The services story of Rajasthan is harrowing. And that District Magistrate did not accept the zamanat. But there is one fortunate thing in India that there is a High Court and there is the judiciary which is not influenced by the party Government or party officials. The Judge asked: "Where is your prima facie evidence?" The police had not even proper evidence. So he was released on bail up to the end of July. The case has not yet been challaned. This all shows that they were so enthusiastic to arrest the man, to bring him to the court and all that. Because that young man was married to the daughter of the cousin of the Maharana, they were trying to show to the people and say: "Oh, look here. This is not the old Maharana's regime. See, his nearest relations we can handcuff etc". This is about these cases.

(Time bell rings.)

Then again I tell you in Rajasthan "we had one Mr. Bannerji, Inspector General of Police of the Bengal Province. That man came and was appointed as Inspector General of Police. He was a very honest and intelligent officer. He organised the police force. But in the meantime Greater Rajasthan came in and then we had some new I.C.S, bosses coming from U. P. They would not stand that strong Bengali Inspector General of Police who was too strong and considerate a man. So they quarrelled. Then Sardar Patel went to organise that place—that Birla-jee's place. Then somehow or other he had to resign and he submitted a report of about 500 pages to the Central Government. And after that we got another gentleman Mr. Misra—a very valuable and senior man. (Interruption) What I would say is that where there is no good Government, there is bound to be some trouble. Even in Chandni Chowk or even in this very Parliament House there can be some trouble if proper organisation and good Government is not there.

Then Mr. Misra came and he was asked to enquire, but nothing happened. He reported that there was nothing, and therefore he was made to go back. Now a gap comes in. Junior police officers came in, and in between the Ministry had done so many things into which I do not want to enter. We have now another police officer, Mr. Billimoria, from Bombay, a very senior man. So long as Mr. Venkatachar was our Chief Minister, everything went on well. If they are going to elect the Ministers from among the elected men, Panditji said that if wrong people are elected on the Congress ticket, he would ask them to quit. The Rajasthan people are not foolish. What happened was that our ex-Ministers, ex-Chief Ministers and Congress Presidents were defeated and second-rate Congressmen got elected, people who were not known to be bad because they were new. I will ask the Home Minister to pass not only this Act but also much more stringent measures; but you please go there and administer it yourself and not hand over your functions to Mr. Jai Narayan Vyas and others.

SHRI BARKATULLAH KHAN: My hon. friend is mentioning the names of persons who are not here to defend themselves.

SHRI M. S. RANA WAT: You are here to defend them. The whole party is there to defend him. So, my request is that the Government of India should send a person there of the calibre of the Home Minister. If you ask a man of the calibre of the Food Minister, I would have no objection. The Rajasthan people voted for the Congress.
[Shri MS. Ranawat.] only with a narrow majority, and then unfortunately all the top-ranking Congressmen were not elected. 

(Time bell rings.) I have only just begun.

Mr. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Mr. Bhupesh Gupta.

SHRI B. GUPTA : Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I rise to oppose this blackest of the blackguardly Acts that ever disgraced our public life and our patriotic traditions. I know, Sir, ...................

SHRI O. SOBHANI (Hyderabad) : Is the word "blackguardly" parliamentary?

SHRI B. GUPTA : It is about the Act, not about you.

DIWAN CHAMAN LALL (Punjab: My hon. friend has raised a point of order. Is the word used by my hon. friend, which is abusive, a parliamentary expression? He wants your ruling, Sir, on the point.

Mr. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : I first withdraw that expression.

SHRI B. GUPTA : I withdraw it since it is unparliamentary. I would like to tell my hon. friends on the other side through you that they should also learn to use parliamentary expression when they talk about us.

Mr. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : I expect every hon. Member would use only parliamentary words.

SHRI B. GUPTA : I hope your expectations would be fulfilled. Sir, I rise to oppose this blackest measure which has ever disgraced our patriotic traditions. Now, Sir, I would not go into its abuses, because if I begin to recount the atrocities that have been associated with this Act, I will take hours. At every step, this black Act has been attended with blood and tears, boseness and brutality. So long as this Act remains on India's Statute Book, India can never remain quiet, for we have been given a behest by our forbears to fight against such measures.

If the pillars of this House could speak, they would have loudly protested against this measure because our forbears here in these halls fought it when the Congress Party had not crossed over to the Maxwell-side. Mr. Deputy-Chairman, Sir, I feel that this measure has to be assailed from all angles because there is no justification for it. It goes against all democratic principles, principles for which human generations have fought for centuries, principles that were first upheld in the Bill of Rights of the Americans in 1791, principles that were fought for by the British and the French, principles that have been fought for by our leaders in the past, principles which are being-fought for today all over the world by democratic and progressive people. Because these principles are yet un-conquered and unconquerable principles-They were incorporated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10th December 1948. Article 9 says:

"No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile...."

In this document where Human Rights have been stated, there is a Preamble which says:

"Where it is essential, if a man is not to be compelled to have recourse as a last resort to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, those human rights should be protected by the rule of law".

Those gentlemen of the Congress, those disciples of Gandhiji who preach one thing and practice another, who mouth non-violence phrases only to speak elsewhere through the mouths of guns, will kindly note the Preamble of this Charter where it is conceded by implication, even by the United Nations that under certain conditions even rebellion is permissible.
If you want to stop rebellion of men in this country, it is your duty, Sir, to bring into operation democratic principles, establish the rule of law, not the rule of the truncheon, not the rule of the gun, not the rule of might that you possess today. I can tell you that whatever the Congress may do, they have not got enough gun-powder in the magazine to crush the freedom spirit of the people. The Indian people would rather die on their feet than live on their knees. I want to tell very frankly that it is not a question of violence or non-violence, it is a question of fighting for human rights, it is a question of life and death, it is a question for the future of our generation. It was most painful to hear the hon. Home Minister, one-time disciple of Pandit Motilal Nehru, one-time defender of the accused in the Meerut Conspiracy Case, speak in the language of Maxwell and similar others. It is a tragedy in our public life that men who at one time inspired a certain spirit in the movement of this country have begun to assume the role of those people whom we were taught to hate. It is a tragedy of our country today; but this tragedy is nothing new. It has become a part of our life, especially in the higher councils of the Congress where all ideals are being abandoned with a rapidity which one cannot comprehend.

Mr. Chairman, the hon. Home Minister gave a background picture of the Preventive Detention Measure. He drew his picture according to his own lights. He stated so many things which I need not repeat here. In order to justify the necessity of this Act he drew a kind of horrible picture but in that picture something was missing. In that picture of Calcutta which he gave he did not mention the defencless women who were brutally killed by the police firing in the streets of Calcutta on the 27th April 1949. Nor did he tell you in this House of the murder of an expectant mother who was carrying a child in her womb in a village in 24 Parganas. I would not go on mentioning misdeeds of this kind that have been committed because there is no end of it.

The leader of our party has cited and given you the names and numbers about such cases and called upon the Government to institute an enquiry. I wish the hon. Minister for Home Affairs before coming here with his brief for support for this measure had instituted an enquiry into the allegations that had been made of murders etc. Then he would have known the truth. Therefore I will leave this part of the story at that.

Now it has been contended by people that this measure is absolutely necessary because certain things happened. I may tell you straightaway that the Communist Party of India when it met in Calcutta in February-March of 1948, had nothing in contemplation about violence or anything of that sort. The political thesis of the party is there still before you as a public document. There is not the slightest suggestion about violence or anything of that kind. But the Congress conscience, full of guilt about the Mount-batten deal, realised that if we began to expose the deal that had been made things would be difficult for them. That is why with a fury that is unparalleled in our generation, they came down upon our party and attacked us unawares, carried out searches all over the country, banned our press and drove us underground. Not that we wanted to go underground. I was one of those who went underground and I say I did it because I did not want to please and oblige Shri Kiran Shanker Roy, the Home Minister of that time, who brought out fantastic allegations and talked of accumulation of arms by the Communist Party and all that but never discovered even a—dud cartridge anywhere through the searches that were carried out all over West Bengal. That was the provocation, the political provocation—that compelled us to go underground. After that provocation some people were naturally enraged, in the same way as they were enraged when leaders were arrested on this very day ten years ago, and expressed their anger. Then a handle was found. More excuses were found to let loose in the country a veri-
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[Shri B. Gupta.] table reign of terror, paralysing the whole democratic public life. They departed from all rules; and the truncheon came to reign. Detention camps were established by these Congress Ministers. In the Dum Dum Central Jail where I lived, three detenus were murdered in cold blood in 1949. These are the things that happened. I need not go into them. I only refer to them briefly to show how the Congress Government provoked the country and led to the situation which enabled them to come down upon us with more measures of repression. They started the era of political repression all over the country, respecting no law, respecting no human values and led the country into a wilderness for which generations will remember them with unbounded shame. Therefore, I need not repeat that story.

I should have thought that the hon. Home Minister, an able lawyer, would come here to establish his case, a political case, for having this measure. He gave us an exposition of law and he did his job from his point of view very well. I would like to mention here that that is why we want lawyers to defend also cases of the detenus before the Advisory Boards, because we know, Sir, that if we have our little lawyer Dr. Katju fighting for a noble cause they will do much better than people who are not conversant with the technicalities and procedure and the methods of presentation of law. I hope the hon. the Home Minister will kindly note this point from the experiences of his own performance.

Now, Sir, what is the case? Nothing. No case has been established. Some mention has been made of certain incidents which took place in 1948, 1949 and 1950, but, we live in the year of grace 1952. Now, what is the situation there? The country is peaceful. The objective situation does not at all allow for extraordinary measures to be taken by any stretch of imagination. Now, Sir, we find there is peace in the country and tranquility prevails not because the Congress has succeeded in repression, but because the people want to try democratic methods that are available to them. Peace and tranquility obtain in the country and even so we find the hon. the Home Minister coming before us with his regrettable logic and expecting us to support the measure which, in the final analysis, only tends to provoke the people, create a situation in which Fascism may flourish, but democracy never. That is why I say, Sir, this measure one has to be put in the pipe and smoke. But, I know, Sir, that the Congress heart is beyond my reach. I cannot touch it. I know a great transformation has taken place but I wish I had powers to liberate the soul of Dr. Katju of 1931 .................

(Time bell rings.)

from the evil spirit of 1952. I have got no such power, Sir. The bell is ringing and I thought I would get a little more time as the hon. Minister spoke for a long time and there was a big Congress tub-thumper here somewhere in the House who also spoke. Well, therefore, I thought I should be given a little more time.

My contention is this: no justification whatsoever, objective justification— I am not talking about subjective feelings, you may have all kinds of feeling and I know that Congressman's heart is panic stricken and that has sneak in his boots. There exists no warrant for this measure at all. If you want to maintain peace, maintain the democratic order, maintain the democratic atmosphere, give people freedom to express their opinion and carry on their rightful movement. Do not fetter them. Only then it will be possible to maintain peace.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Gupta. I want to tell you that there can be great sorrow without tears, great joy without exultation, great passion without excitement and extravagance of expression.

Shri B. GUPTA: But, Sir, .....................

Mr. CHAIRMAN: That will do now. Thank you. You will have another chance, with the amendments and so many other things coming in.

(Time bell rings.)
SHRI B. GUPTA: I only want three minutes, Sir.

MR. CHAIRMAN: No, no. Dr. Katju.

THE MINISTER FOR HOME AFFAIRS AND STATES (DR. K. N. KATJU): Mr. Chairman, we have heard very eloquent speeches, moving speeches and a lot of acclamations. I must confess, however, that though I may be considered heartless, I have been left absolutely cold. The last speaker referred to the Declaration of Human Rights. Everybody accepts that. There is some reference there to due course of law. When we come here, the Government of India comes here, to Parliament, for legislation, Parliament enacts a law and that is the due course of law, as I understand it. There is a lot of difference between acting according to the arbitrary discretion of the executive and acting according to the procedure, what is called in the American phrase, "due process of law". Now, I have been asked over and over again by many hon. friends some of whom I hold in great esteem and affection, "You have given us no facts. Nothing has been stated to us. What is the ground for your coming here for extending this Act?" When this was said here and argued here in a variety of ways, I was reminded of a day in the Allahabad court—I believe it was in 1917 or 1918—and I was sitting in court appearing in a case. My opponent was arguing and the learned Chief Justice—an Irishman—I do not know whether he is alive now, but one of the most brilliant men I have come across—he said to my opponent, naming him: "Mr. So and So, you could take the horse to the pond but you cannot make him drink. Either you don't understand us or you cannot understand us." Now that was a judicial pronouncement that I am quoting, otherwise I would not have said it myself. Now, what more proof do you require than the speech that was delivered by my hon. friend opposite? We are all responsible men here—Members of Parliament—speaking of the two Houses together, 700 men. In the House of the People, they are representatives, directly elected by the Indian people, here we come again by election, but through a somewhat indirect process. We read newspapers daily; we hear accounts of Saurashtra, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Travancore-Cochin, Hyderabad; it is not what we hear—they are the under-currents. Just fancy to yourself—I repeat once again I speak without any offence, without any malice whatsoever—if my hon. friends here in this calm Parliamentary atmosphere could speak in the language that they did here, just fancy when they go to a public meeting—a meeting of the masses—what sort of language they would speak. I tell you with all confidence that for this Bill no other justification is required—absolutely none—than the speech that was delivered by my hon. friend here yesterday morning. Just consider that I have throughout these discussions never named any particular party. I have said over and over again that this Bill is directed not against parties—political or otherwise—groups or associations. It is directed against individuals. The time may come when if we find that groups and parties and associations are combining together for a particular purpose, then to quote the famous judicial dictum, the arm of the law may be found long enough and strong enough to reach any offender whoever he may be. I might say that the Government of India may take and follow the advice given by one hon. Member there and some hon. Members elsewhere and ban the whole party. This is not a matter of personal choice or personal predilections or homage to mere theoretical doctrines. It is a matter of peace and tranquillity in this big land, and if they have got to be banned, well they will be banned. I entirely agree with hon. Members there who said: "Well, if you are governing, govern; otherwise get out. Get on, or get out." You cannot do it with mealy-mouthed phrases with this current running. I hate to discuss Telangana every time. When we are in 1952, we are flooded with what happened in 1947 or in 1946 and even before that. "The Nizamshahi was very bad, Telangana was oppressed—
[Dr. K. N. Katju.] The cultivators were groaning. The Razakars were shouting. And all sorts of things took place. Sir, from 1946 to 1952 six years have elapsed. It was not a gentle situation. When you start a civil war and the Army has to intervene, the Army has got only one thing at its disposal, and that is the gun. The police may have a lathi. The soldier—the Indian soldier, the British soldier, the American soldier—has got only a gun at his disposal. I was not here; I do not know much about it. They say that the police started it. There were excesses. The military came along. They started it. And the wonderful point is this. This may be the fault of my upbringing. A lawyer has got to be precise. If I were to say to a judge, "five thousand cases of this kind have occurred", do you know what the answer of the judge is going to be? "You are exaggerating." How can you say so many thousands—round thousands? Everything in thousands—never is it 4,999. Here is my hon. friend counting in thousands: loot, 9,000; 300 women raped; 400 children tortured—all quite large figures.

SHRI P. SUNDARAYYA: Approximate figures.

DR. K. N. KATJU:...................... as if they had taken an actual census! Let us leave it there. Who started this, we do not know. Murders took place. People rose up in arms. Against whom? Is it Korea? Is it South Korea and North Korea? Are you going to have truce, and conversations carried on as they are being carried on in Pan Mun Jon? I was astonished. I had heard it before. My hon. friend says: "Look at my gentleness. I made an actual offer. I have got so many guns, so many sten-guns, so many bren-guns, so much ammunition; and I actually offered to present it." Negotiations to take place on what basis? "Do not arrest me. Give me a sort of general acquaintance. Le len aar de aen. We agree to settle the account." Are you talking with the Government, or are you talking with your enemy? - Sir, no Government can remain in any country which can compromise on these terms. Hon. Members should realise what the situation is going to be..................

SHRI B. GUPTA: Gandhiji did it.

DR. K. N. KATJU: I am not going to be interrupted.

SHRI B. GUPTA:..................

DR. K. N. KATJU: I am not going: to be interrupted, Sir. The hon. Member should listen. I am not going to give way, unless the Chairman directs.

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. Minister may proceed.

DR. K. N. KATJU: They are going to dictate terms to their Government. They may be patriots. Other people may call them murderers. They may be robbers, other people may call them Robin Hoods. They may burn villages, other people may call them people who clean up the tillage refuse, dirt. It is not going to be a truce. I may assure you on one point that so long as the Government exists, do what you like, but it will not enter into negotiations on those terms. You may keep your arms. You may go into the jungles. Say what you like and behave as you like and live as you like but Government will not be going to settle with any section of the community that holds out these threats. This is going to be Government and not a farce. Let us be clear about it. I was rather surprised to hear something. I must say I hold them in very great respect and affection. The whole country does it. While my hon. friend Acharya Narendra Deva said lots of things, he never said this thing as to what his opinion was in regard to this aspect of it. What would he do if he were here? Would he enter into negotiations? My hon.-friend went into minute details... legal advice here or legal advice there., legal advice before a representations.
was made and legal advice after the representation was made—but the fundamental question is there. What have you got to say about it? This is the undercurrent which is flowing in this country and we have got to face it. Otherwise I do not know what will happen. I was really very happy to hear from my hon. friend that they loved the country. He referred to Kalidas. Of course I do not know Kalidas. I have only read it in a foreign language. I think he also referred to Vikramajit. He said "Our heart is over-flowing with affection for our country." This reminds me of a book which I was very fond of reading in my college days, Sir. It fascinated me. It was Boswell's 'Life of Johnson'. Dr. Johnson was a very famous conversationist. He had strong antipathy for Scotchmen. He was talking to a Scotman once in his usual style and decried Scotland in every way in the presence of that Scotman. The Scot-man said "But Dr. Johnson, you will agree that Scotland has many wide prospects." Dr. Johnson immediately said: "Yes, Sir. Scotland has many wide prospects and Iceland has noble wide prospects. But let me tell you that the noblest prospect of Scotchmen is the high road that leads him to England." Because at that time Lord Bute and other Scotchmen were there in London. So I tell my hon. friend opposite and many of his associates that whatever their love may be for India, the noblest prospect that they have got is the high road that leads them to some other countries both in the East and in the West. So we know where we stand.

My task has really been very much lightened by the speeches which have been delivered by my hon. friends opposite. But democracy is of two ways. One of the misfortunes of this generation is that the same word is not used in the same sense. The same word is used in the East in one way and in the West in another way. The word democracy there is the power of a particular party. You have elections. One list is put before the electorate, no other candidates. The results are announced. 99-9 per cent. of the electorate went and voted. That is democracy there. They love it. They like it. But here is also this democracy, and I would beg hon. Members opposite to say whether in any other democracy a House of this description is conceivable, in the countries from which they draw their spiritual inspiration.......... 

SHRI B. GUPTA: It is, that is your trouble.

DR. K. N. KATJU: ......................

Spiritual sustenance and to which they are affiliated in spirit. Will speeches like these be permitted? Is it conceivable? I say, go to other countries. In the United States of America they call it "un-American activity." You know what it means. In the United Kingdom, there was one member of the Communist Party in the last House. I know the name but I have forgotten it.

AN HON. MEMBER: Mr. Galla-char.

DR. K. N. KATJU: Here full opportunity was given. Some people might say it was a mistake. Full opportunity was given. People came and said whatever they liked to say. I am not going into the merits. They say that in Telangana they won the elections. They won because they terrorised the people. The vilest things, the most extraordinary things—if I were on a public platform outside, I would have used a much stronger language—were said; every sort of charge was made as if we had become tyrants, we did not love the land, they are the torch-bearers of liberty and democracy and we are Fascists, com-munalists, goodness knows what we are.

Then, my hon. friend, Acharya Narendra Deva—he will pardon me for saying so------ was a little doctrinaire. He talked of personal liberty, as if the Congress had lost all touch with the masses, all touch with the classes, all touch with personal liberty, and had turned to other shrines to worship
[Dr. K. N. Katju.] other gods. He referred in passing to the fact that I had quoted in the other place some passages from Mr. Herbert Morrison's speech. I did but not at any great length, and I would like, with your permission, Sir, to read a few lines. I quote him, not because I wholeheartedly agree with him—his way of thinking and my way of thinking are different; I have been brought up in a different school—but because he is a genuine Britisher, a Labour man, brought up in the highest traditions of liberty, freedom of the individual and all that, and the debate was on a similar motion, motion relating to some procedure and administration of the Detention Act. That was, I believe, the second year of the War, the commencement of the second year. It was the commencement of the second year of War and a lot of things had been said on the lines which were pursued here and this is what Mr. Morrison said. He refers to the speech of Mr. Stokes and says:

"I say to my hon. friend that the state of mind in which he made his speech today, that classical liberalism which maintains that there must be this, that and the other right maintained in all circumstances will not win a war."

He was referring to the war. Then he comes to a much more apposite feature:

"If you run a war in that way, you will lose it. If he tries to run a social revolution, he will lose it. When will my hon. friend learn from the lesson of Germany? What is the lesson of Nazi Germany? It is that the Republican politicians of that time were too soft."

That was the German Republic which I think came into existence somewhere about 1925.

SHRI B. GUPTA: 1922.

DR. K. N. KATJU: Before Hitler got into eminence and got into power:
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"It is that the Republican politicians of that time were too soft—so that they were too hard—in applying in what was a revolutionary situation classical liberal doctrines—and so on. I am sure that my hon. friend would have dealt properly with full legal advice and procedure, with Herr Hitler if he had been in Germany at that time."

And then he goes on, after an interruption:

"I come back to the history of Germany, and I beg the House not to forget it. The German Government of that time respected very fully these principles which are now urged upon me, and the result was that Herr Hitler was dealt with under a very gentle law. He was put into prison under very gentle circumstances. He also was not treated as a criminal prisoner. He was given rights of access, and other persons were given rights of access to him. He was allowed to do almost as he liked. In a few months he was out."

I am reading this because Hitler was a man whom hon. Members do not like, nor do I, nor anybody:

"If I had been running the German Government at that time that man would never have got out. He would never have survived. He was an enemy of the State and he ought to have been shot."

And then he said—and I would request the House to particularly note this sentence:

"In situations of war, and situations of revolution, and we are going through a revolution—a social revolution:

"If you are to be soft and preserve meticulously liberal doctrines and principles which may be, and are, ordinarily right and defensible, and if that is the line that Ministers are to follow, I would only say to hon. Members: Take my advice, do not be a Minister in those circumstances, because it will be exceedingly dangerous for the security of the State or the success of the cause."

I read this because it comes from a Britisher, not that I adopt it. We are passing through, Sir, a social revolution and ............

SHRI S. MAHANTY: On a point of information, Sir, will the hon. Minister please define what a social revolution is?

DR. K. N. KATJU: I am not answering any questions.

SHRI S. MAHANTY: Then what is the use of our listening?
DR. K. N. KATJU: A social revolution is one where a particular old order is fading away and ....

SHRI S. MAHANTY : It is bound to fade away.

DR. K. N. KATJU : ... and a new order is taking its place. That is what I call a social revolution. When I started life twenty or thirty years ago I saw the social structure of that day, with so many zamindars, jagirdars and others. In the High Court fifty percent of the cases I was conducting belonged to the zamindars, jagirdars and they were all about sales, contracts, etc. The feudal structure in society was in full play. But in the U.P. zamindars are gone. The whole character of litigation has changed. That will be the situation in every part of the country.

SHRI S. MAHANTY : Do you want to oppose it?

MR. CHAIRMAN : No, what do you talk.

DR. K. N. KATJU : I heard them. I have never spoken. Throughout the day I have listened to them.

Well, now the relation between capital and labour is changing. A welfare State is coming into existence. The Government is trying to do whatever it can to remove hunger, disease and to improve the existing conditions. It is not an easy job. It is not only as if the rulers of some States instead of getting crores are now getting lakhs. My hon. friends from U.P., both of them, know it. I think there are two lakhs of zamindars who will probably say they have nothing. I am not talking of the taluqads. I am talking of the smaller zamindars. Similarly in Bihar too; everywhere. It is no use shutting our eyes to the fact that we are passing through a social revolution. The argument is that the pace is too slow. But Darbhanga here says that the total amount of compensation given to him will not exceed some ten to twenty lakhs of rupees. The other argument says, “Don’t give him a penny.” It is all a question of argument. But it will be blindness to say that we are not passing through a social revolution. There are various forces working in this country. I am not making any charge against anybody. I am obliged to my hon. friend for giving me an inkling into the working of his mind, my hon. friend Acharya Narendra Deva, when I referred to the Delhi incident and said this is a land of casteism. I entirely agree. He said that marriages between two castes or communities should be a private affair. I entirely agree with him again. All that was done in Delhi should not have been done. Still that is a matter of argument. But then we come to the basic question. Supposing all this was done and they wanted to make a tamasha of it. There were other people who did not relish it and they protested. They went about excited. Feelings were excited and lot of bitterness about it arose, and I told you what happened. But what was done by the two persons who were in the tram-car and who were severely injured and died? What was done by them? But this is what happens whenever there is such commotion, not only in Delhi but everywhere. I used to say and all of us used to say ten years ago, that is before Pakistan, that it would be absurd for any Hindu to punish a Muslim in Delhi because a Hindu was manhandled in Peshawar. This is exactly what happened in Calcutta when I was Governor there. In the holocaust of December 1949 and January-February 1950, people were killed, manhandled and such wicked things took place in Eastern Bengal. Equally such things happened in West Bengal; people were taken out of the houses, pulled out of trains. What had they done? It is not a question of one or two men, as my hon. friends, said very eloquently, sort of brandishing of banners, “300 men only.” As a matter of fact, the number is not 300—it makes no difference—there are 500 or so, including 53 black marketers, who incite from behind. This may start a confusion which may be difficult to control and which may cause an enormous loss of life. We have seen it and I have seen it in
Dr. K. N. Katju : I referred to what I thought to be our traditions in the preservation of law and order and my hon. friend, Acharya Narendra Deva was rather sarcastic about it. He said "Look at him." He is talking in praise of Satyagraha, the fast unto death in favour of the stoppage of cow slaughter. I did not say anything of the kind. What I did say was, well that is in our nature. That is in accordance with our traditions. That is what was taught to us by Gandhiji. By non-violence if you want to further your cause, suffer yourself, but do not injure any other. If you ask my opinion about Satyagraha, well, I won't take your time, because it is much too large a problem. There was a discussion— I noticed in the papers—between the Chief Minister of U. P. and Shri Vinoba Bhave the other day about it. Our ancient traditions were, as I understand them, Sir—it would be impertinent for me to talk in your presence about it—non-violence and righteousness of means to attain your ends, perfect renunciation, as Gandhiji used to say: Treat yourself as the trustee of whatever you have in wealth, in intellect, in wisdom, for the benefit of humanity. That is what Gandhiji used to say. He could say to a mill-owner: You are earning Rs. io lakhs. Earn it, but spend as little as you can on yourself and treat yourself as the trustee for the remaining Rs. 9,75,000. In one book which I daily read, it is stated: Place yourself at the disposal of the community, whatever you have in beauty, in wisdom, in intellect, in your expertness, in your skill, in your experience; whatever you have, place it at the disposal of the community. That is the tradition, I say, with which we should guard this freedom, this unity and preserve the peace and tranquillity of the land. That was what I intended to say. I imagine I was not properly understood or I did not make myself quite clear. I do not want to take up much time unnecessarily; for me this is not a twice-told tale, but almost a five times-told tale.

I now come to the details of the Bill—about the period two years or one year.
I said, among other reasons, I wanted to avoid excitement, annual excitement, this sort of—I do not mean to be derogatory—show. If you read all the speeches of these two days together, and if you cut out the kind or the unkind references made to the Home Minister either by name or by official designation and if you cut out or remove the homage paid to the goddess of personal freedom, personal liberty, in such a case what is left? Nothing is left. I think there were only one or two Members who dealt with the details of the Bill or made a few suggestions. Sir, you have been very indulgent and if you had not called on me to speak at 4 o'clock, I think every other Member would have spoken and this could have gone on up to a few days. Now, I say that this should be proof positive that one day's discussion on the resolution which might be brought next year would be quite sufficient to enable us both to act as worshippers at the shrine of the Devi and also to suggest any improvement which may occur to you.

Now I come to the last point. Suggestions were made to make it applicable to different parts of India—and not to the whole of India. I dealt with it in the beginning. In the first place, there would be constitutional objection that if we left the field open, there is nothing to prevent any State Government from stepping in. There are some States today where at the present moment and for some months at least—a longish time—fortunately no person has been detained. What I stated in the other House, and what I repeat here, is this. This is what I propose to do. I shall write to all the States practically, and more particularly to those States which have got a clean slate, so to say: "I congratulate you on your feeling no necessity to have recourse to this Act. This matter was discussed in Parliament at great length, and I should like that before you try to take advantage of the new Act, you should let us know." And we are all acting in cooperation. It is impossible to carry on the Government of this country I either by the present or by any Government.
SHRI B. GUPTA: In Bengal that is allowed even how. I was there in detention. We were allowed to meet the lawyers to consult them. But nothing beyond that.

Dr. K. N. KATJU: My friend is thinking of a case of the older days when there was no right of personal access to the Advisory Board so far as the detenu was concerned. Under the existing Act you will remember that if the Advisory Board thought it essential, they might send for him. Otherwise no question of getting face to face arises. Probably in Bengal they allowed it. They got the lawyer who drafted the representation. And then the matter was entirely ‘n’ the hands of the Advisory Board.

SHRI B. GUPTA: That is not so.

Dr. K. N. KATJU: They might have asked for further information from the Advisory Board and he might have consulted another lawyer. Then if that is done in West Bengal, I am quite happy. But I cannot be sure about other States. I should like to have all the rules and see how the situation stands and I will address all the State Governments to allow facilities, if a detenu so requires, of an interview with the legal practitioner or a legal adviser to enable him to draft. Now if he continues in detention and the case ultimately goes to the Advisory Board, then another chapter commences. They get all the powers under section 9. The detenu will have notice asking if he wants to go and see the Advisory Board. And if he says ‘yes’, well he will go there and then no question of any lawyer comes at that stage. It is a question of entire face to face discussion with the three friends who will be sitting there with him. If he is a rustic, you may take it from me—I am not talking again as a Minister—he will excite great sympathy because they will say: ”What can a poor rustic do?” On the other hand if he is a leader, then the magistrate gets suspicious and he will say: ”Perhaps he is leading a movement.” Therefore I do not want to have any third party in anyway intervening at that stage. Nor do I want that any legal adviser should be allowed to interview him at that stage because I do not know what the Advisory Board will do. But I am perfectly certain that he will get the most fair hearing. This is my inner conviction.

Sir, I find that Acharya Narendra Deva started his oration by saying that the Home Minister is an advocate and he has therefore put up a case. That reminded me very much of my mother. Whenever I used to talk to her—she was a very intelligent lady—I was rather grappling with her in arguments. She said: ”Well, who can argue with you? You are a vakil and it is your business to argue.” So do not please consider that whenever I speak or any lawyer speaks on these benches or on those benches, he is just putting up a case and trying to defend as I have had to do. We have got our own convictions and we act according to our lights. My inner feeling is that if you bring in a lawyer between the Advisory Board and the detenu, you would be causing him more harm than good. Sir, these are the two or three points which were raised in the course of about eight hours’ discussion, so far as the details of the Bill are concerned. So far as the general denunciation or so far as the general approval is concerned, it is all very much in evidence. I read somewhere: John Morley was the editor of some daily paper and he had an applicant before him. He asked him at the interview, ”What is your qualification?” He said, ”I can write very well.” Morley asked, ”Then what?” He replied, ”I can criticise very well.” Morley asked him, ”Any special line?” He replied, ”General invective.” I was reminded of this passage in Morley’s Autobiography. It is the general invective that I cannot stand.

Sir, I once again beg the House to take this measure into consideration.

MR. CHAIRMAN: The question is:

That the Bill further to amend the Preventive Detention Act, 1950, as passed by the House of the People, be taken into consideration.

The motion was adopted.
Mr. CHAIRMAN: Now, we proceed to the clause by clause consideration. Motion moved.

That clause 2 do stand part of the Bill.

There are a number of amendments.

SHRI B. GUPTA: We have not got all the amendments.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: The point is that clause 2 deals with the period and the amendments of which notice has been given, so far as I have them, relate to the reduction of the period from the 31st December 1954, either to October 1953, or December 1953 or September 1953 or November 1953.

SHRI P. V. NARAYANA: Or 15th August 1952.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: I have not got that. The amendments relate to the reduction of the period from two years to a shorter one, either this or that or that. These are the amendments and I have no idea whether there are any more amendments.

SHRI KISHEN CHAND: There is one for complete deletion of this clause.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: Complete deletion is no amendment. Have you got any more amendments to this clause (addressing Secretary)?

SECRETARY: One more amendment.

SHRI P. SUNDARAYYA: I have tabled an amendment making it 1st April 1953.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: We have got now 5 amendments to this clause: one by Mr. Satyapriya Banerjee—1st day of October 1953, one by Mr. Sundarayya—1st April 1953, one by Mr. Kakkilaya—31st December 1952, next 30th September 1953 and then Dr. Kunzru's—30th day of November 1953. These are the five amendments of which notice has been given.

SHRI P. V. NARAYANA: I have also given notice of an amendment.

SHRI B. RATH: I have also given one.

SHRI P. V. NARAYANA: There will be many more.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: These are the amendments which were given up to 12 o'clock today. If you want to have a complete list of amendments, it is no use proceeding with this matter today. So, we shall take up clause by clause consideration on Monday morning at 8.15 a.m. The House now stands adjourned till 8-15 on Monday morning.

The Council then adjourned till a quarter past eight of the clock on Monday, the 9th August 1952.